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                ABSTRACT 
 

 

 
 
 
The power electronic devices due to their inherent nonlinearity draw harmonic and reactive 

power from the supply. In three phase systems, they could also cause unbalance and draw 

excessive neutral currents. The injected harmonics, reactive power burden, unbalance, and 

excessive neutral currents cause low system efficiency and poor power factor. One of the major 

concerns in electricity industry today is power quality. It becomes especially important with the 

introduction of advanced and complicated devices, whose performance is very sensitive to the 

quality of power supply. The electronic devices are very sensitive to disturbances and thus 

industrial loads become less tolerant to power quality problems such as voltage dips, voltage 

sags, voltage flickers, harmonics and load unbalance etc. At present, a wide range of very 

flexible controllers, which capitalize on newly available power electronics components, are 

emerging for custom power applications. Among these, the distribution static compensator, 

dynamic voltage restorer and power quality conditioner. In this project, a fuzzy logic controller 

with reference signal generation method is designed for PQC and compared its performance with 

artificial neural network based controller. This is used to compensate current and voltage quality 

problems of sensitive loads. The results are analyzed and presented using matlab/simulink 

software . 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 

 
 
 

1.0 Need of Power Quality Conditioner 

In this project we designed and done analysis on power consumption by loads on display in LCD. 

For  improvement the power factor, THD, harmonic related difficulty we use the capacitor bank 

in which we use two capacitor ,amplifier or power boosting amplifier  circuit with relay triggering 

by Neuro and fuzzy logic. With the help of this neural network training program and fuzzy logic 

program of membership function concept we enhance the power gain and reduce the apparent 

power. 

1.1 Role of power factor in power quality  

Power factor may be defined as the ratio of active power to apparent  power. We 

increase the ratio of this power there for we enhance the power gain or current gain 

with the help of capacitor bank. In this case we reduced the consumption of power. 

Power quality is the set of limits of electrical properties that allows electrical system 

to function in proper manner without significant loss of performance Like flexible ac 

transmission system, the term custom power use for distribution system. Just as facts 

improve the reliability and quality of power transmission system, the custom power 

enhances the quality and reliability of power that is delivered to customers. 

1.2 Cause of poor power quality  

The main causes of a poor power quality are harmonic currents, poor power factor, 

supply voltage variations, etc. In recent years the demand for the quality of electric 

power has been increased rapidly. Power quality problems have received a great 

attention nowadays because of their impacts on both utilities and customers. Voltage 

sag, swell, momentary interruption, under voltages, over voltages, noise and 

harmonics are the most common power quality disturbances. 

1.3  Custom power devices  

There are many custom power devices. The devices either connected in shunt or in 

series or a combination of both. The devices include D-STATCOM, DVR and PQC 

etc. One of the most common power quality problems today is voltage dips. A voltage 
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dip is a short time event during which a reduction in R.M.S voltage magnitude 

occurs. Despite a short duration, a small deviation from the nominal voltage can 

result in serious disturbances. A voltage dip is caused by a fault in the utility system, 

a fault within the customer’s facility or a large increase of the load current, like 

starting a motor or transformer energizing. power quality conditioner (PQC) is one of 

the best custom power device used to compensate both source and load side 

problems. It consists of shunt and series converters connected back to back to a 

common dc link. It can perform the functions of both DSTATCOM and DVR. 

1.4  Outline and Contributions of Thesis 

In this paper a fuzzy logic controller is used to compensate voltage sag and it is 

compared with neural network based controller PQC System with Control Methods 

PQC mainly includes three parts: the series active power filters, shunt active power 

filters and energy storage capacitors. The series and shunt active power filter couples 

together through the DC-link energy storage capacitors. Series APF connected to the 

grid and load by coupling transformer is mainly used to adjust the load voltage 

amplitude and compensate the power supply voltage sag in the controlled voltage 

source mode. Shunt active filter connected to the load is used to compensate load 

currents. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

 

2.1 India and power Quality   

 In India, the issue of Power Quality has been typically looked at from the 
viewpoint of power factor, frequency, reliability of supply, i.e. duration of 
interruptions, restoration of supply (indices like SAIFI, SAIDI CAIDI etc. are 
buzzed about) and voltage regulations. While we have a strong system of 
frequency regulation, enforcement of the standards specified for reliability 
parameters are not really strictly monitored and implemented. Issues of voltage 
regulations, transients, and harmonics are hardly cared about. An earlier study 
carried out by APQI shows that the direct costs of downtime in India are in the 
tune of Rs. 20,000 crore per annum. About 57% of these financial losses are due 
to voltage sags and short interruptions, while about 35% of the losses are due to 
transients and surges. However, the cost of prevention for these may be less than 
10% of the cost of problems. Consumers suffer from poor quality of supply. Both 
the consumer and the distribution utilities suffer from equipment /process failure 
and high cost of operation and maintenance due to compromised equipment 
quality and poor monitoring of consumer establishments. 

2.1.1 Why Power Quality  

Frequency distortion, voltage variation and harmonics distortion are the critical 

Power Quality issues that results in problems. Overloading conditions in 

distribution network cause voltage variations resulting in increased losses and 

faults in the network. In addition, increasing use of semiconductor based 

electronic equipment, non-linear loads and rapid integration of non-conventional 

energy sources into the grid network throws new challenges for the PQ 

environment.  

Regulations on Power Quality in India In India we have various Regulations for 

quality of electricity supply which apply to the generation companies, 

transmission companies and distribution companies. There are standards specified 

for the consumers as well to help maintain the standards of the electricity grid. 

These Regulations have been specified by the Central Electricity Authority (CEA) 

and the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) at central level and 

the State Electricity Regulatory Commissions (SERC) at state level as per the 

provisions of the Electricity Act, 2003. State Regulatory Commissions have 

specified various Regulations in the respective States of their jurisdiction. 

However, electricity being a concurrent subject in the Indian Constitution, the 

State Commissions has come up with their own independent sets of Regulations. 

These Regulations, when dealing with the aspect of Power Quality, vary in 
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approach, construct and applicability. Therefore, there is lack of consistency in 

the way Power Quality is dealt with in various States in India. This lack of 

consistency has inevitably fostered an ambience of misplaced understanding and 

subdued awareness of the economic importance of Power Quality in the entire eco 

system of electricity distribution, supply and utilization / consumption. A brief 

study commissioned by the International Copper association India under its 

flagship program Asia Power Quality Initiative indicates that the awareness and 

sensitivity towards the issues of Power Quality in India is moderate at best, which 

leaves a lot of scope for improvement. 

2.1.2 CONSTRUCT OF PQ REGULATIONS IN INDIA  

Since we have a fairly evolved and strict implementation regime of Frequency 

and Power Factor in the State distribution systems, other important Power Quality 

parameters i.e. voltage and harmonics were examined between different sets of 

Regulations in select States to identify the consistency of the approach to 

implement these aspects of Power Quality.  

1. Distribution licensee to monitor and control voltage, frequency, and power 

factor of 1 MW and above consumers.  

2. Bulk consumers to control harmonics injection into grid.  

3. Specification of voltage and harmonics limits.  

Consumer to control harmonic injection. Failing which may lead to disconnection. 

Consumer to raise complaint of voltage variation and licensee to rectify within specified   

time. However, no liability of licensee for consumer’s loss.  

1. Limit for voltage variation.  

2. Compensation by licensee for voltage variation.  

3. Reliability conditions.  

2.1.3 SALIENT FEATURES OF PQ REGULATIONS IN INDIA  

A study of the Regulations of various SERCs in India indicates that the implementation 

of Power Quality of electricity distribution, supply and utilisation / consumption are not 

very structured, nor they are strictly enforced by the Regulators. The Regulators, so far, 

have largely focused only on the Frequency and Power Factor (mostly classical definition 
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oriented i.e. average PF and not true RMS PF suitable for non-linear load environment) 

of the electricity supply. These are monitored and mechanisms have been put in place for 

implementing the standards of these parameters. Frequency regime is implemented 

through CERC Regulations and consistently followed across the country. Power factor is 

also largely maintained at similar levels and implemented through incentives and 

penalties in tariff determined by the SERCs. Reliability indices like SAIFI, SAIDI, 

CAIDI, and MAIFI are almost invariably specified by the SERCs but there is no evidence 

to demonstrate that these reliability indices are strictly monitored and implemented by the 

SERCs. 

2.2 Comparisons Between fuzzy logic and Neural Networks 

2.2.1 Fuzzy Logic 

Fuzzy Logic (FL) is a method of reasoning that resembles human reasoning. The 

approach of FL imitates the way of decision making in humans that involves all 

intermediate possibilities between digital values YES and NO. The conventional logic 

block that a computer can understand takes precise input and produces a definite output 

as TRUE or FALSE, which is equivalent to human’s YES or NO. The inventor of fuzzy 

logic, Lotfi  Zadeh, observed that unlike computers, the human decision making includes 

a range of possibilities between YES and NO. 

2.2.2 Fuzzy Logic Controllers 

 The logic of a approximate reasoning continues to grow in importance, as it 

provides an in expensive solution for controlling know complex systems. Fuzzy 

logic controllers are already used in appliances washing machine, refrigerator, 

vacuum cleaner etc. Computer subsystems (disk drive controller, power 

management) consumer electronics (video, camera, battery charger) CD Player etc. 

and so on In last decade, fuzzy controllers have convert adequate attention in 

motion control systems 

 It has four main parts as shown − 
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 Fuzzification Module − It transforms the system inputs, which are crisp 

numbers, into fuzzy sets. It splits the input signal into five steps such as – 

LP x is Large Positive 

MP x is Medium Positive 

S x is Small 

MN x is Medium Negative 

LN x is Large Negative 

Table 2.1 description of key words in Fuzzy Logic 

 

Fig. 2.1 

2.2.2.1 Fuzzy Logic Systems Architecture 

 Knowledge Base − It stores IF-THEN rules provided by experts. 
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 Inference Engine − It simulates the human reasoning process by making fuzzy 

inference on the inputs and IF-THEN rules. 

 Defuzzification Module − It transforms the fuzzy set obtained by the 

inference engine into a crisp value.  

2.2.3 Membership Function 

Membership functions allow you to quantify linguistic term and represent a fuzzy set 

graphically. A membership function for a fuzzy set A on the universe of discourse 

X is defined as µA:X → [0,1]. 

 Here, each element of X is mapped to a value between 0 and 1. It is 

called membership value or degree of membership. It quantifies the degree 

of membership of the element in X to the fuzzy set A. 

 

Fig. 2.2 block diagram of Fuzzy Logic 

2.2.3.1 The membership functions work on fuzzy sets of variables. 

 x axis represents the universe of discourse. 

 y axis represents the degrees of membership in the [0, 1] interval. 
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There can be multiple membership functions applicable to fuzzify a numerical value. 

Simple membership functions are used as use of complex functions does not add 

more precision in the output. 

All membership functions for LP, MP, S, MN, and LN are shown as below − 

 

Fig. 2.3 triangular membership function 

The triangular membership function shapes are most common among various 

other membership function shapes such as trapezoidal, singleton, and Gaussian. 

Here, the input to 5-level fuzzifier varies from -10 volts to +10 volts. Hence the 

corresponding output also changes.  

2.3  Neural Network 

2.3.1 What is a Neural Network? 

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an information processing paradigm that 
is inspired by the way biological nervous systems, such as the brain, process 
information. The key element of this paradigm is the novel structure of the 
information processing system. It is composed of a large number of highly 
interconnected processing elements (neurons) working in unison to solve specific 
problems. ANNs, like people, learn by example. An ANN is configured for a 
specific application, such as pattern recognition or data classification, through a 
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learning process. Learning in biological systems involves adjustments to the 
synaptic connections that exist between the neurons. This is true of ANNs as well. 

2.3.2  Why use neural networks? 

Neural networks, with their remarkable ability to derive meaning from complicated or 

imprecise data, can be used to extract patterns and detect trends that are too complex 

to be noticed by either humans or other computer techniques. A trained neural 

network can be thought of as an "expert" in the category of information it has been 

given to analyze. This expert can then be used to provide projections given new  

situations of interest and answer "what if" questions. 

2.3.3  Other advantages include: 

1. Adaptive learning: An ability to learn how to do tasks based on the data given for training 

or initial experience. 

2. Self-Organization: An ANN can create its own organization or representation of the 

information it receives during learning time. 

3. Real Time Operation: ANN computations may be carried out in parallel, and special 

hardware devices are being designed and manufactured which take advantage of this 

capability. Fault Tolerance via Redundant Information Coding: Partial destruction of a 

network leads to the corresponding degradation of performance. However, some network 

capabilities may be retained even with major network damage.      

4. The Learning Process  

The memorization of patterns and the subsequent response of the network can be categorized 

into two general paradigms: 

 associative mapping in which the network learns to produce a particular pattern 
on the set of input units whenever another particular pattern is applied on the set 
of input units. The associative mapping can generally be broken down into two 
mechanisms:  

 auto-association: an input pattern is associated with itself and the states of input 
and output units coincide. This is used to provide pattern competition, i.e. to 
produce a pattern whenever a portion of it or a distorted pattern is presented. In 
the second case, the network actually stores pairs of patterns building an 
association between two sets of patterns. 

2.3.3.2 hetero-association: is related to two recall mechanisms: 

 nearest-neighbor recall, where the output pattern produced corresponds to the 
input pattern stored, which is closest to the pattern presented, 
and interpolative recall, where the output pattern is a similarity dependent 
interpolation of the patterns stored corresponding to the pattern presented. Yet 
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another paradigm, which is a variant associative mapping is classification, i.e. 
when there is a fixed set of categories into which the input patterns are to be 
classified. 

 regularity detection in which units learn to respond to particular properties of 
the input patterns. Whereas in associative mapping the network stores the 
relationships among patterns, in regularity detection the response of each unit 
has a particular 'meaning'. This type of learning mechanism is essential for 
feature discovery and knowledge representation. 

 Every neural network possesses knowledge which is contained in the values of the 
connections weights. Modifying the knowledge stored in the network as a function of 
experience implies a learning rule for changing the values of the weights. 

 

                                        Fig.2.4 Block Diagram of ANN 

Information is stored in the weight matrix W of a neural network. Learning is the 

determination of the weights. Following the way learning is performed, we can distinguish 

two major categories of neural networks: 

 fixed networks in which the weights cannot be changed, i.e. dew/dt=0. In 
such networks, the weights are fixed a priori according to the problem to 
solve. 

 adaptive networks which are able to change their weights, ie dW/dt not= 0. 

 2.3.3.2  All learning methods used for adaptive neural networks can be classified into two 

major categories: 

 Supervised learning which incorporates an external teacher, so that each 
output unit is told what its desired response to input signals ought to be. 
During the learning process global information may be required. Paradigms of 
supervised learning include error-correction learning, reinforcement learning 
and stochastic learning. 
An important issue concerning supervised learning is the problem of error 
convergence, i.e. the minimization of error between the desired and computed 
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unit values. The aim is to determine a set of weights which minimizes the 
error. One well-known method, which is common to many learning paradigms 
is the least mean square (LMS) convergence. 

 Unsupervised learning uses no external teacher and is based upon only local 
information. It is also referred to as self-organization, in the sense that it self-
organizes data presented to the network and detects their emergent collective 
properties. Paradigms of unsupervised learning are Hebbian learning and 
competitive learning. 
 

Ano2.2 From Human Neurons to Artificial Neuronesther aspect of learning concerns 

the distinction or not of a separate phase, during which the network is trained, and a 

subsequent operation phase. We say that a neural network learns off-line if the 

learning phase and the operation phase are distinct. A neural network learns on-line if 

it learns and operates at the same time. Usually, supervised learning is performed off-

line, whereas unsupervised learning is performed on-line. Information is stored in the 

weight matrix W of a neural network. Learning is the determination of the weights. 

Following the way learning is performed, we can distinguish two major categories of 

neural networks: 

 fixed networks in which the weights cannot be changed, i.e. dW/dt=0. In 
such networks, the weights are fixed a priori according to the problem to 
solve. 

 adaptive networks which are able to change their weights, ie dW/dt not= 0. 

 All learning methods used for adaptive neural networks can be classified into two 
major categories: 

 Supervised learning which incorporates an external teacher, so that each 
output unit is told what its desired response to input signals ought to be. 
During the learning process global information may be required. Paradigms of 
supervised learning include error-correction learning, reinforcement learning 
and stochasti clearning. An important issue concerning supervised learning is 
the problem of error convergence, ie the minimisation of error between the 
desired and computed unit values. The aim is to determine a set of weights 
which minimises the error. One well-known method, which is common to 
many learning paradigms is the least mean square (LMS) convergence. 

 Unsupervised learning uses no external teacher and is based upon only local 
information. It is also referred to as self-organisation, in the sense that it self-
organises data presented to the network and detects their emergent collective 
properties. Paradigms of unsupervised learning are Hebbian lerning and 
competitive learning. Ano2.2 From Human Neurones to Artificial 
Neuronesther aspect of learning concerns the distinction or not of a seperate 
phase, during which the network is trained, and a subsequent operation phase. 
We say that a neural network learns off-line if the learning phase and the 
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operation phase are distinct. A neural network learns on-line if it learns and 
operates at the same time. Usually, supervised learning is performed off-line, 
whereas usupervised learning is performed on-line. 

2.4  Transfer Function 

The behaviour of an ANN (Artificial Neural Network) depends on both the weights 
and the input-output function (transfer function) that is specified for the units. This 
function typically falls into one of three categories: 

 linear (or ramp) 

 threshold 

 sigmoid 

For linear units, the output activity is proportional to the total weighted output. 

For threshold units, the output is set at one of two levels, depending on whether the 
total input is greater than or less than some threshold value. 

For sigmoid units, the output varies continuously but not linearly as the input 
changes. Sigmoid units bear a greater resemblance to real neurones than do linear or 
threshold units, but all three must be considered rough approximations. 

To make a neural network that performs some specific task, we must choose how the 
units are connected to one another, and we must set the weights on the connections 
appropriately. The connections determine whether it is possible for one unit to 
influence another. The weights specify the strength of the influence. 

2.4.1 The Back-Propagation Algorithm 

In order to train a neural network to perform some task, we must adjust the 
weights of each unit in such a way that the error between the desired output and 
the actual output is reduced. This process requires that the neural network 
compute the error derivative of the weights (EW). In other words, it must 
calculate how the error changes as each weight is increased or decreased slightly. 
The back propagation algorithm is the most widely used method for determining 
the EW. 

The back-propagation algorithm is easiest to understand if all the units in the 
network are linear. The algorithm computes each EW by first computing the EA, 
the rate at which the error changes as the activity level of a unit is changed. For 
output units, the EA is simply the difference between the actual and the desired 
output. To compute the EA for a hidden unit in the layer just before the output 
layer, we first identify all the weights between that hidden unit and the output 
units to which it is connected. We then multiply those weights by the EAs of 
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those output units and add the products. This sum equals the EA for the chosen 
hidden unit. After calculating all the EAs in the hidden layer just before the 
output layer, we can compute in like fashion the EAs for other layers, moving 
from layer to layer in a direction opposite to the way activities propagate through 
the network. This is what gives back propagation its name. Once the EA has been 
computed for a unit, it is straight forward to compute the EW for each incoming 
connection of the unit. The EW is the product of the EA and the activity through 
the incoming connection. 

 

                                                    Fig.2.5 

Note that for non-linear units, the back-propagation algorithm includes an extra 
step. Before back-propagating, the EA must be converted into the EI, the rate at 
which the error changes as the total input received by a unit is changed.  
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Fig. 2.6 Three Level ANN 

2.5 Introduction to Capacitor Banks 

 

Fig. 2.7 A Capacitor Bank 
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A Capacitor Bank is a group of several capacitors of the same rating that are 

connected in series or parallel with each other to store electrical energy . The 

resulting bank is then used to counteract or correct a power factor lag or phase 

shift in an alternating current (AC) power supply 

Chapter 2 2.5.1 Types of Capacitor Bank 

Chapter 3 Unit of a capacitor bank is normally called capacitor unit. The capacitor 

units are manufactured as single phase unit. These single phase units are connected in 

star or delta to farm a complete 3 phase capacitor bank. Although some rare 

manufacturers manufacture 3 phase capacitor unit but normally available capacitor 

units are single phase type 

1. Externally fused capacitor bank. 
2. Internally fused capacitor bank. 
3. Fuse less capacitor bank. 
 

2.5.2 Switchable Capacitor Bank or Switched Capacitor Bank 

It is not always economical to keep a capacitor bank in service throughout the day 

and night. This is because, a capacitor also provides reactive power to the system as 

inductor but in opposite direction. Actually capacitive reactive power provided by 

capacitor neutralizer the inductive reactive power generated in the system due to 

inductive load. In this way overall reactive power of the system is reduced hence 

power factor of the system is improved as result voltage profile of the system is 

improved but if the inductive load of the system is quite low, then the power factor of 

the system will be quite good, no need of any capacitor bank to improve it further. 

But if still a capacitor bank is connected to the system, there may be a quite high 

reactive power in the system due capacitive effect. In this situation the power factor 

of the system becomes poorer instead of being improved. So it is preferable to use a 

switchable or switched capacitor bank in the system where inductive load fluctuates 

enough. The switched capacitor bank is generally installed at primary network of a 

power sub-station hence, it also helps to improve power profile of entire system 

including its transformers and feeders. A capacitor bank can be automatically 

switched ON and OFF depending upon condition of different parameters of the 

system- 

1. Capacitor Bank can be controlled automatically depending upon voltage profile of the 
system. Since the voltage of the system depends upon the load, hence capacitor may 

https://www.electrical4u.com/capacitor-bank-reactive-power-compensation/
https://www.electrical4u.com/capacitor-bank-reactive-power-compensation/
https://www.electrical4u.com/capacitor-bank-reactive-power-compensation/
https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-transformer-definition-working-principle-of-transformer/
https://www.electrical4u.com/capacitor-bank-reactive-power-compensation/
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be switched on just below a certain preset voltage level of the system and also it 
should be switched OFF above a preset higher voltage level. 

2. Capacitor bank can also be switched ON and OFF depending upon the Amp of the 
load. 

3. The function of capacitor bank is to compensate or neutralize reactive power of the 
system. Reactive power in measured in KVAR or MVAR. So, switching scheme of 
capacitor bank can be operated depending upon the load KVAR and MVAR. When 
the KVAR demand is increased beyond a preset value, the bank is switched ON and it 
is switched OFF when this demand comes under another lower preset value. 

4. Power factor can be used as another system parameter to control a capacitor bank. 
When the power factor of the system comes below a predetermined value the bank is 
automatically switched ON to improve the pf. 

5. Capacitor bank can also be switched ON and OFF by using timer. A capacitor bank is 
switched OFF at end of every shift of a factory and this can be done by using timer. 
 

2.5.2.1  Power capacitor unit can be rated as follows, 

1. Nominal system voltage in KV. 
2. System power frequency in Hz. 
3. Temperature class with allowable maximum and minimum temperature in ℃. 
4. Rated voltage per unit in KV. 
5. Rated output in KVAR. 
6. Rated capacitance in µF. 
7. Rated current in Amp. 
8. Rated insulation level (Nominal voltage / Impulse voltage). 
9. Discharge time / voltage in second / voltage. 
10. Fusing arrangement either internally fused or externally fused or fuseless. 
11. Number of bushing, double / single / triple bushing. 
12. Number of phase. Single phase or three phase. 

 
2.6  Introduction to Non- linear loads 

In power systems, Harmonics are multiples of the fundamental wavelength. Thus, 

the third order harmonic is the third multiple of the fundamental wavelength. This 

type of harmonics is generated in non-linear loads.  

Nonlinear Electrical Load is a load where the wave shape of the steady-state 

current does not follow the wave shape of the applied voltage. Examples for 

Non-Linear Loads: Electronic equipment, electronic/electric-discharge lighting, 

adjustable-speed drive systems, and similar equipment transistors, electrical 

motors,andthe non-idealtransformer.  

 

2.6.1 Characteristics of Non-Linear Loads:  

https://www.electrical4u.com/capacitor-bank-reactive-power-compensation/
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 Non-linear loads change the shape of the current waveform from a sine wave 
to some other form.  

 Non-linear loads create harmonic currents in addition to the original 
(fundamental frequency) AC current causing distortion of the current 
waveform leads to distortion of the voltage waveform. Under these conditions, 
the voltage waveform is no longer proportional to the current.  

 Non-linear loads’ impedance changes with the applied voltage. The changing 
impedance means that the current drawn by the non-linear load will not be 
sinusoidal even when it is connected to a sinusoidal voltage. These non-
sinusoidal currents contain harmonic currents that interact with the impedance 
of the power distribution system to create voltage distortion that can affect 
both the distribution system equipment and the loads connected to  

.   

 2.6.2  Treatment for harmonics problems 

Harmonic treatment can be performed by two methods:  

1. Filtering.  

2. Cancellation.  

 

1- Filtering 
A harmonic filter consists of a capacitor bank and an induction 
coil. The filter is designed or tuned to the predetermined non-linear 
load and to filter a predetermined harmonic frequency range. 
Usually this frequency range only accounts for one harmonic 
frequency. This application is mostly used when specified for a 
UPS or variable frequency drive motor in a manufacturing plant 

. 
2-  Cancellation 

Harmonic cancellation is performed with harmonic canceling 
transformers also known as phase-shifting transformers. A 
harmonic canceling transformer is a relatively new power quality 
product for mitigating harmonic problems in electrical distribution 
systems. This type of transformer has patented built-in 
electromagnetics technology designed to remove high neutral 
current and the most harmful harmonics from the 3rd through 21st. 
The technique used in these transformers is call "low zero phase 
sequencing and phase shifting". These transformers can be used to 
treat existing harmonics in buildings or facilities. This same 
application can be designed into new construction to prevent future 
harmonics problems 

 

http://alihassanelashmawy.blogspot.com/2012/01/phase-shiftingtransformers.html
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Note:  

These recommendations only keep the electrical distribution systems safe and do 
not eliminate or cancel high levels of harmonics.  

 Actual circuit measurements of current for nonlinear loads should be made 
using only true RMS measuring ammeter instruments. Averaging 
ammeters produce inaccurate values if used to measure nonlinear loads. 

The following table will summarize the major differences between Linear and Non-linear 

Loads as follows: 

 

 
LINER LOADS NON-LINER LOADS 

Ohms Law Ohms law is applicable Ohms law is not applicable 

Crest Factor 
Crest Factor= 1Peak/1 RMS =  

√2=1.41 
Crest Factor could be 3 to 4 

Fig 2.8  Characteristics of Non-Linear Loads 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-DZXByPf4pEI/T1edxFkm13I/AAAAAAAABOo/Xhn6-_snXPc/s1600/nonlinear.JPG
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Power Factor 
Power factor  = Watts/ (V X I) = Cos 

Ø 

Power factor = Watts/ (V X I)  ≠ Cos Ø =  

Displacement factor X Distortion factor 

Harmonics 
Load current does not contain 

harmonics. 
Load current contains all ODD harmonics. 

Load 

Category 
Could be inductive or capacitive. 

Can’t be categorized. As leading or lagging 
Loads. 

Load Type Resistive, Inductive or capacitive 
Usually an equipment with Diode and 

Capacitor. 

Neutral 

Current 

Zero neutral current if 1 Ph. loads are 

equally balanced on 3Ph. Mains 

(Vector sum of line current) 

 

Neutral current could be 2.7 times the line 

current even if 1Ph. loads are equally 

balanced on 3 Ph. Mains 

 

Inrush 

Current 

May not demand high inrush currents 

while starting. 

 

Essentially very high inrush current (20 time 

of I Normal) is drawn while starting for 

approx. One cycle. 

 

Table 2.2  Difference between Linear Load and Non Linear Load 

 

2.6.3  Non-Linear Loads effects in Electrical Design  

2.6.3.1  Problems generated from using Non-linear Loads: 

 

The Non-Linear loads will generate harmonics in the electrical distribution network and 

these harmonics will create:  

 Large load currents in the neutral wires of a 3 phase system. Theoretically the 
neutral current can be up to the sum of all 3 phases therefore causing 
overheating of the neutral wires. Since only the phase wires are protected by 
circuit breakers of fuses, this can result in a potential fire hazard.  

 Overheating of standard electrical supply transformers which shortens the life 
of a transformer and will eventually destroy it. When a transformer fails, the 
cost of lost productivity during the emergency repair far exceeds the 
replacement cost of the transformer itself.  

 High voltage distortion exceeding IEEE Standard 1100-1992 "Recommended 
Practice for Powering and Grounding Sensitive Electronic Equipment" and 
manufacturer’s equipment specifications.  
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 High current distortion and excessive current draw on branch circuits 
exceeding IEEE Standard 1100-1992 "Recommended Practice for Powering 
and Grounding Sensitive Electronic Equipment" and manufacturer’s 
equipment specifications.  

 High neutral-to-ground voltage often greater than 2 volts exceeding IEEE 
Standard 1100-1992 "Recommended Practice for Powering and Grounding 
Sensitive Electronic Equipment."  

 High voltage and current distortions exceeding IEEE Std. 519-1992 
"Recommended Practices and Requirements for Harmonic Control in 
Electrical Power Systems."  

 Poor power factor conditions that result in monthly utility penalty fees for 
major users (factories, manufacturing, and industrial) with a power factor less 
than 0.9.  

 Resonance that produces over-current surges. In comparison, this is equivalent 
to continuous audio feedback through a PA system. This results in destroyed 
capacitors and their fuses and damaged surge suppressors which will cause an 
electrical system shutdown.  

 False tripping of branch circuit breakers. 

 high frequency harmonics can be induced into phone lines and data cabling. 
The end result is noisy phone lines and unexplained data lose or data 
corruption in your LAN or WAN.  

 Heat generation in special facilities such as call centers or data centers due to 
the large concentration of monitors and PCs so, The air computer room 
(CRAC) or building air conditioning system will run longer or harder, 
therefore requiring more energy to maintain the desired temperature.  

 

2.6.3.2  Electrical design recommendations for electrical distribution systems having 

harmonics 

 

 Use double-size neutral wires or separate neutrals for each phase.  

 Specify a separate full-size insulated ground wire rather than relying on the 
conduit alone as a return ground path.  

 On a branch circuit use an isolated ground wire for sensitive electronic and 
computer equipment.  

 Segregate sensitive electronic and computer loads on separate branch circuits all 
the way back to the electrical   panel.  

 Run a separate branch circuit for every 10 Amps of load.  

 Install a comprehensive exterior copper ground ring and multiple deep driven 
ground rods as part of the grounding system to achieve 5 ohms or less resistance 
to earth ground.  

 Oversize phase wires to minimize voltage drop on branch circuits.  
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 Shorten the distance on branch circuits from the power panel to minimize voltage 
drop.  

 Oversize all local power sources (generators – UPS) to overcome harmonics 
effects on them.  

 

2.7   Electric voltages 

A large motor on an elevator or an air conditioner starts, it causes a heavy inrush 

current that causes a voltage sag and swell. For economic operation of a power 

system, the level of power quality should be required maintained properly. Power 

quality is a vast concept concerning optimization. The adverse effects due to over 

voltage, also the losses incurred due the under voltage have to be seriously 

harmonics in the system which have their own adverse effects including power 

factor reduction. “Any power related problem manifested in voltage, current 

or frequency deviation that result customer equipment is disoperation”. This 
definition can be used to measurement of power quality is taken from the end user 

customer.  

 PERCENTAGE OF ABNORMAL CONDITIONS  

The most common types of abnormal condition are voltage sag and swell, 

harmonics etc. Among these, voltage sage account for the highest percentage of 

occurrences in equipment .   

Voltage sags = 31 %  Harmonics = 18 % Asymmetrical voltage = 18 %  Short 

outage = 13 %  Voltage swells = 13 % Voltage transient = 7 % 

2.7.1 voltage Sag 

 Voltage sag is come under the short duration voltage variation which caused 

either fault condition. In this type temporary voltage reduction at different nodes 

in circuit and this is harmful to the end side appliances. Voltage sag is also called 

voltage dip. The IEC electro- technical vocabulary, IEC 60050 , define “sudden 
reduction of the voltage at any point in the electrical power system, followed by 

voltage recovery after a short time interval, from half cycle to a few seconds”. 
And according to IEEE Standard 1159 defines as “a decrease of the RMS voltage 
to 0.1-0.9pu for a duration of 0.5-1 cycle minute”. Where RMS is defined as, it is 
a mathematical term which is used to measure the voltage. For understanding 

purpose, when large load on any circuit start instantly that time this heavy load 

draw large power in the circuit and that time there is chance to occur the voltage 

sag. When voltage sag occurs in circuit magnitude of voltage decrease and low 

level of voltage affect the distribution as well as transmission line. According to 

time duration and voltage magnitude, sag is classified as:  
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1) Instantaneous Sag: When r.m.s voltage decreases to between 0.1 and 0.9 per 

unit for time duration of 0.008333 second to 0.5 second .This type of sag is occur 

very fast and this instant change of voltage is harmful to the end users devices. 

 2) Momentary Sag: Momentary sag is said when the r.m.s voltage decreases to 

between 0.1 and 0.9 per unit for the time 0.5 second to 3 seconds. 

 3) Temporary Sag: Temporary sag is said when the r.m.s voltage decreases to 

between 0.1 and 0.9 per unit for duration of 3 to 60 seconds.  

2.7.2  TYPES OF VOLTAGE SAG  

Based on the phases affected during the sag, the voltage sag has been classified as 

 1. Single Phase Sags: The frequently occurring voltage sags are single phase 

events which are basically due to a phase to ground fault occurring somewhere on 

the system. On other feeders from the same substation this phase to ground fault 

appears as single phase voltage sag. Typical causes are lightning strikes, tree 

branches, animal contact etc. It is common to see single phase voltage sags to 

30% of nominal voltage or less in industrial plants. 

 2. Phase to Phase Sags: The two phases or phase to phase sags are caused by tree 

branches, adverse weather, animals or vehicle collision with utility poles. These 

types of sags typically appear on other feeders from the same substation.  

3. Three Phase Sags: These sags are caused by switching or tripping of a three 

phase circuit breaker, switch or reclosed which will create three phase voltage sag 

on other lines fed from the same substation. Symmetrical three phase sags arise 

from starting large motors and they account for less than 20% of all sag events 

and are usually confined to an industrial plant or its immediate.  

 2.7.2.1 GENERAL CAUSES OF VOLTAGE SAGS 

 1) Voltage sag can occur by faults such as lightning. More than 70% are lighting 

faults on the transmission or distribution system or by switching of loads with 

large amounts of initial starting or inrush current such as motor, transformers and 

large dc power supply.  

2) Voltage sag due to motor starting is symmetrical since the induction motors are 

balanced three phase loads. When three phase motor is not properly constructed 

then sag problem can be occur. 

 3) Pollution also increases the problem of sag. Salt spray build up on power line 

insulators over time in coastal areas, even many miles inland, can cause flash over 

especially in stormy weather.  
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4) Animals particularly squirrel and snakes occasionally find their way onto 

power lines or transformers and can cause a short circuit either phase to phase or 

phase to ground. Large birds, geese and swans, fly into power lines and cause 

similar faults. 

2.7.3  voltage swell 

 Voltage Swell is defined by IEEE 1159 as increase in the RMS voltage level to 

110% to 180% of nominal, at the power frequency for duration of 0.5 cycles to 

one minute. It is a short duration voltage variation phenomena, A swell is defined 

as an increase to between 1.1 and 1.8 p.u. rms voltage at the network fundamental 

frequency with duration from 0.5 cycles to one minute. The term momentary 

overvoltage is also used as a synonym for swell. Switching off a large inductive 

load or energizing a large capacitor bank is typical system maneuvers that cause 

swells. Although not as common as voltage sags, swells are also usually 

associated to system faults. The severity of a voltage swell during a fault 

condition is a function of the fault location, system impedance, and grounding. 

During a single phase-to ground fault on an impedance grounded system, i.e. with 

some zero sequence impedance, the non-faulted phase to ground voltages can 

increase up to three times the per unit value (in the case of a non-grounded or high 

impedance grounded system). The difference in the zero- and positive sequence 

impedance causes a change in the non-faulted phases, not only in magnitude but 

also in phase. For voltage swells the start threshold is equal to 110% of the 

reference voltage. The end threshold is usually set 1 - 2% of the reference voltage 

below the start threshold. In other words, the duration of a voltage swell is 

measured from when one phase rises above 110% of the reference voltage until 

all three phases have again fallen below 108% - 109% of the reference voltage.  

 GENERAL CAUSES OF VOLTAGE SWELLS  

Voltage swells are usually associated with system fault condition- just like voltage sags 

but are much less common. 

2.8  Power factor   

The power factor of an AC electrical power system is defined as the ratio of the 
real power flowing to the load, to the apparent power in the circuit, and is a 
dimensionless number between -1 and 1. Real power is the capacity of the circuit 
for performing work in a particular time. Apparent power is the product of the 
current and voltage of the circuit. Due to energy stored in the load and returned to 
the source, or due to a non-linear load that distorts the wave shape of the current 
drawn from the source, the apparent power will be greater than the real power. A 
negative power factor occurs when the device which is normally the load 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternating_current
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ratio
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AC_power#Real.2C_reactive.2C_and_apparent_powers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_load
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AC_power#Real.2C_reactive.2C_and_apparent_powers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimensionless_number
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_%28physics%29
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generates power which then flows back towards the device which is normally 
considered the generator. 

In an electric power system, a load with a low power factor draws more current 
than a load with a high power factor for the same amount of useful power 
transferred. The higher currents increase the energy lost in the distribution system, 
and require larger wires and other equipment. Because of the costs of larger 
equipment and wasted energy, electrical utilities will usually charge a higher cost 
to industrial or commercial customers where there is a low power factor. 

Linear loads with low power factor (such as induction motors) can be corrected 
with a passive network of capacitors or inductors. Non-linear loads, such as 
rectifiers, distort the current drawn from the system. In such cases, active or 
passive power factor correction may be used to counteract the distortion and raise 
the power factor. The devices for correction of the power factor may be at a 
central substation, spread out over a distribution system, or built into power-
consuming equipment. 

 

Fig. 2.9 Linear circuits 

 

Instantaneous and average power calculated from AC voltage and current with a 

zero power factor ( , ). The blue line shows all the power is 

stored temporarily in the load during the first quarter cycle and returned to the 

grid during the second quarter cycle, so no real power is consumed. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induction_motor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capacitor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inductor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rectifier
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Power_factor_0.svg
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Fig. 2.10  Non Linear Circuit 

Instantaneous and average power calculated from AC voltage and current with a lagging 

power factor ( , ). The blue line shows some of the power is 

returned to the grid during the part of the cycle labeled φ. 

In a purely resistive AC circuit, voltage and current waveforms are in step (or in phase), 
changing polarity at the same instant in each cycle. All the power entering the load is 
consumed (or dissipated). Where reactive loads are present, such as with capacitors or 
inductors, energy storage in the loads results in a time difference between the current and 
voltage waveforms. During each cycle of the AC voltage, extra energy, in addition to any 
energy consumed in the load, is temporarily stored in the load in electric or magnetic 
fields, and then returned to the power grid a fraction of a second later in the cycle. The 
"ebb and flow" of this nonproductive power increases the current in the line. Thus, a 
circuit with a low power factor will use higher currents to transfer a given quantity of real 
power than a circuit with a high power factor. A linear load does not change the shape of 
the waveform of the current, but may change the relative timing (phase) between voltage 
and current. 

Circuits containing purely resistive heating elements (filament lamps, cooking stoves, 
etc.) have a power factor of 1.0. Circuits containing inductive or capacitive elements 
(electric motors, solenoid valves, lamp ballasts, and others ) often have a power factor 
below 1.0. 

2.8.1  Definition and calculation 

AC power flow has the three components: real power (also known as active power) (P), 
measured in watts (W); apparent power (S), measured in volt-amperes (VA); and reactive 
power (Q), measured in reactive volt-amperes (var).[6] 

The power factor is defined as: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reactance_%28electronics%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capacitor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inductor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_field
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solenoid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_ballast
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Watt
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volt-ampere
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volt-ampere_reactive
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_factor#cite_note-6
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Power_factor_0.7.svg
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In the case of a perfectly sinusoidal waveform, P, Q and S can be expressed as vectors 
that form a vector triangle such that: 

 

If is the phase angle between the current and voltage, then the power factor is equal to 
the cosine of the angle, , and: 

 

Since the units are consistent, the power factor is by definition a dimensionless number 
between −1 and 1. When power factor is equal to 0, the energy flow is entirely reactive, 
and stored energy in the load returns to the source on each cycle. When the power factor 
is 1, all the energy supplied by the source is consumed by the load. Power factors are 
usually stated as "leading" or "lagging" to show the sign of the phase angle. Capacitive 
loads are leading (current leads voltage), and inductive loads are lagging (current lags 
voltage). 

If a purely resistive load is connected to a power supply, current and voltage will change 
polarity in step, the power factor will be unity (1), and the electrical energy flows in a 
single direction across the network in each cycle. Inductive loads such as transformers 
and motors (any type of wound coil) consume reactive power with current waveform 
lagging the voltage. Capacitive loads such as capacitor banks or buried cable generate 
reactive power with current phase leading the voltage. Both types of loads will absorb 
energy during part of the AC cycle, which is stored in the device's magnetic or electric 
field, only to return this energy back to the source during the rest of the cycle. 

Electrical loads consuming alternating current power consume both real power and 
reactive power. The vector sum of real and reactive power is the apparent power. The 
presence of reactive power causes the real power to be less than the apparent power, and 
so, the electric load has a power factor of less than 1. 

2.8.2  Power Quality correction of Non linear loads 

A high power factor is generally desirable in a transmission system to reduce 
transmission losses and improve voltage regulation at the load. It is often desirable to 
adjust the power factor of a system to near 1.0. When reactive elements supply or absorb 
reactive power near the load, the apparent power is reduced. Power factor correction may 
be applied by an electric power transmission utility to improve the stability and efficiency 
of the transmission network. Individual electrical customers who are charged by their 
utility for low power factor may install correction equipment to reduce those costs. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sine_wave
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vector_%28geometry%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phase_angle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trigonometric_functions
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimensionless_number
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AC_power
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
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Power factor correction brings the power factor of an AC power circuit closer to 1 by 
supplying reactive power of opposite sign, adding capacitors or inductors that act to 
cancel the inductive or capacitive effects of the load, respectively. For example, the 
inductive effect of motor loads may be offset by locally connected capacitors. If a load 
had a capacitive value, inductors (also known as reactors in this context) are connected to 
correct the power factor. In the electricity industry, inductors are said to consume reactive 
power and capacitors are said to supply it, even though the energy is just moving back 
and forth on each AC cycle. 

The reactive elements can create voltage fluctuations and harmonic noise when switched 
on or off. They will supply or sink reactive power regardless of whether there is a 
corresponding load operating nearby, increasing the system's no-load losses. In the worst 
case, reactive elements can interact with the system and with each other to create 
resonant conditions, resulting in system instability and severe overvoltage fluctuations. 
As such, reactive elements cannot simply be applied without engineering analysis. 

 

Fig.2.11  automatic power Quaity correction unit 

1. Reactive Power Control Relay;  

2. Network connection points; 

 3. Slow-blow Fuses;  

4. Inrush Limiting Contactors;  

5. Capacitors (single-phase or three-phase units, delta-connection);  

6. Transformer (for controls and ventilation fans) 

An automatic power Quality correction unit consists of a number of capacitors 
that are switched by means of contactors. These contactors are controlled by a 
regulator that measures power factor in an electrical network. Depending on the 
load and power factor of the network, the power factor controller will switch the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capacitive
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overvoltage
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reactive_Power_Control_Relay
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fuse_%28electrical%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contactor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capacitor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capacitor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contactor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Condensatorenbatterij.jpg
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necessary blocks of capacitors in steps to make sure the power factor stays above 
a selected value. 

Instead of using a set of switched capacitors, an unloaded synchronous motor can 
supply reactive power. The reactive power drawn by the synchronous motor is a 
function of its field excitation. This is referred to as a synchronous condenser. It is 
started and connected to the electrical network. It operates at a leading power 
factor and puts vars onto the network as required to support a system's voltage or 
to maintain the system power factor at a specified level. 

The condenser's installation and operation are identical to large electric motors. 
Its principal advantage is the ease with which the amount of correction can be 
adjusted; it behaves like an electrically variable capacitor. Unlike capacitors, the 
amount of reactive power supplied is proportional to voltage, not the square of 
voltage; this improves voltage stability on large networks. Synchronous 
condensors are often used in connection with high-voltage direct-current 
transmission projects or in large industrial plants such as steel mills. 

For power factor correction of high-voltage power systems or large, fluctuating 
industrial loads, power electronic devices such as the Static VAR compensator or 
STATCOM are increasingly used. These systems are able to compensate sudden 
changes of power factor much more rapidly than contactor-switched capacitor 
banks, and being solid-state require less maintenance than synchronous 
condensers. 

2.8.3 Non-linear loads 

A non-linear load on a power system is typically a rectifier (such as used in a 
power supply), or some kind of arc discharge device such as a fluorescent lamp, 
electric welding machine, or arc furnace. Because current in these systems is 
interrupted by a switching action, the current contains frequency components that 
are multiples of the power system frequency. Distortion power factor is a measure 
of how much the harmonic distortion of a load current decreases the average 
power transferred to the load. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capacitor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synchronous_motor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reactive_power
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synchronous_condenser
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volt-ampere_reactive
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_motor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-voltage_direct_current
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steel_mill
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Static_VAR_compensator
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/STATCOM
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluorescent_lamp
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Welding
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_furnace
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Fig. 2.12 PF of Non Linear Load 

Sinusoidal voltage and non-sinusoidal current give a distortion power factor of 

0.75 for this computer power supply load. 

2.8.3.1 Non-sinusoidal components 

Non-linear loads change the shape of the current waveform from a sine wave to 
some other form. Non-linear loads create harmonic currents in addition to the 
original (fundamental frequency) AC current. Filters consisting of linear 
capacitors and inductors can prevent harmonic currents from entering the 
supplying system. 

In linear circuits having only sinusoidal currents and voltages of one frequency, 
the power factor arises only from the difference in phase between the current and 
voltage. This is "displacement power factor". The concept can be generalized to a 
total, distortion, or true power factor where the apparent power includes all 
harmonic components. This is of importance in practical power systems that 
contain non-linear loads such as rectifiers, some forms of electric lighting, electric 
arc furnaces, welding equipment, switched-mode power supplies and other 
devices. 

A typical multimeter will give incorrect results when attempting to measure the 

AC current drawn by a non-sinusoidal load; the instruments sense the average 

value of a rectified waveform. The average response is then calibrated to the 

effective, RMS value. An RMS sensing multimeter must be used to measure the 

actual RMS currents and voltages (and therefore apparent power). To measure the 

real power or reactive power, a watt meter designed to work properly with non-

sinusoidal currents must be used. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sine_wave
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harmonic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-linear
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rectifiers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_arc_furnace
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_arc_furnace
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switched-mode_power_supply
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multimeter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Root_mean_square
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Watt_meter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Power_factor_75.jpg
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2.8.4  THD (Total Harmonics Distortion) 

Nowadays, quality and reliability of electrical power is one of the most important 

topics in power industry. There are number of power quality problems and power 

quality issues and each of them might have varying and diverse causes. Power 

quality problems that a customer may encounter classified depending on voltage 

waveform is being distorted. There are transients, short time variations (sags, 

swells, and interruption), long duration variations (under voltages, over voltages), 

voltage imbalance, waveform distortion, voltage fluctuations and power 

frequency variations. Among them, three power quality problems have been 

identified to be of major concern to the customers are voltage sags, swells and 

harmonics, but this project is focusing on voltage sags and swells. Voltage sags 

are huge problems for many industries, and it is probably the most pressing power 

quality problem nowadays. Voltage sags may cause tripping and large torque 

peaks in electrical machines. Generally, voltage sags are short duration reductions 

in rms voltage caused by faults in the electric supply system and the starting of 

large loads, such as motors. Voltage sags are also generally created on the electric 

system when faults occur due to lightning, which are accidental shorting of the 

phases by trees, animals, birds, human error such as digging underground lines or 

automobiles hitting electric poles, and failure of electrical equipment. Sags and 

swells also may be produced when large motor loads are started, or due to 

operation of certain types of electrical equipment such as welders, arc furnaces, 

smelters, etc. The distortion power factor describes how the harmonic distortion 

of a load current decreases the average power transferred to the load. 

 

The result when multiplied with the displacement power factor (DPF) is the 

overall, true power factor or just power factor (PF): 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distortion#Harmonic_distortion
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CHAPTER 3: SCOPE OF WORK 
 

 

 

 
3.1 Scope for future work 

 
 

Proposed model of PQC is to compensate source side and also load side problems 

using fuzzy logic and ANN controllers. The work can be extended to compensate 

total drop in the system using combined NEURO-FUZZY control (Adaptive 

neuro fuzzy controller) 

The project Current detector cum controller is very much useful for controlling 

the load in any industry. In this project we are measuring the current consumed by 

all the loads connected in a house. If the load current exceed the set value of 

current the load will be disconnected immediately.  

The heart of the project is microcontroller AT89S51 and current sensing 

transformer. The current sensing transformer is used to sense the current 

consumed by load. The current sensed by the current sensor is converted into 

voltage and feed to the ADC0809 for analog to digital conversion.  

The digital equivalent of the current is read by microcontroller AT89S51 from the 

ADC0809. The digital value of current is processed my microcontroller and 

displayed on LCD. We have provided a 16x2 LCD display for displaying the 

value of load current and set current. For changing the value of set current there 

are two keys called UP/DOWN keys.  

The UP/DOWN Keys can be used to increase or decrease the value of set current. 

One key is provided to reset the load supply after an over current trip. Five 

different loads are connected for testing purpose. The load supply can be can be 

switched ON/OFF through  a relay controlled by microcontroller.  

We have used 5V regulated supply for microcontroller AT89S51, ADC0804, 

LCD and 12V unregulated supply for relay circuit.  
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3.2 Images of project  

   

Fig. 3.1Back Side Soldering  
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Fig 3.2 

Relay Driver Circuit 

NPN and PNP Transister  With  Pull Up Resister 
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Fig. 3.3 Current Transformer (C.T.) 
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Fig. 3.4  

Sensing Unit 

Capacitor Bank 
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Fig. 3.5 Micro controller and ADC (Analog To Digital Converter) 
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Fig. 3.6 Off Condition of Power Quality Conditioner 
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Fig. 3.7 L C D (Liquid Crystal Display) 
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Fig. 3.8 Working Power Quality Conditioner 
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3.3  Component list 

 Microcontroller at89s52  

 Pullup resistor   

 Crystal oscillator   

 Ceramic capacitor  

 Transformer   

 Diode  

 Led    

 Electrolyte capacitor 1000 micro Farad . 

 Electrolyte capacitor 100 micro Farad  

 Electrolyte capacitor 10 micro Farad  

 Regulator 7805   

 Lcd (2x16)  . 

 Variable resistor   

 Npn and Pnp transistor 

 Pcb  

 Relay  

 Capacitor bank 4 micro Farad  

 Plug  

 Socket  

 C.T.  

 Manual switch  

 Switch  

  Resistor 
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3.4  Hardware Description 

 

Fig. 3.9 block Diagram of PQC 

 

Step Down 
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Bridge 
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Regulator 
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Signal Conditioner 
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16x2 LCD Display 

 

Microcontroller 
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230V 

AC 

 

RELAY DRIVER CKT 

 

RELAY 

 

LOAD 

 

230VAC 

 

KEY PADS 
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3.4.1  CAD Layout  

 

         

 

                            

Fig. 3.10  simulated Circuit   
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3.4.2 CIRCUIT DIAGRAM: 

 

     

 

 

Fig. 3.11: detailed circuit diagram 
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3.5  Flow Chart  

 

 

Fig. 3.12: Flow Chart 
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3.6   Micro controller & LCD Programming code 

SOFTWARE:- 

#include<8051.inc> 

#include<lcd.inc> 

#include<adc.inc> 

 org RESET_VECTOR 

 ljmp main 

 org EXT0_ISR_VECTOR  

 ljmp extint0  

main: 

 mov p0,#255 

 mov p1,#255 

 mov p2,#255 

 mov p3,#255 

 lcall initlcd 

 lcall initadc0804 

 clr p2.4 

 setb ie.0 

 setb tcon.0 

 setb ie.7 

 mov setamp,#0 
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 mov setamp+1,#100 

 mov newdata,#0 

 jmp l28 

u21342: 

 bc l32 

 mov r5,i 

 mov a,r5 

 add a,r5 

 mov r5,a 

 mov a,#databuffer 

 add a,r5 

 mov r0,a 

 mov 4,@r0 

 inc r0 

 mov 5,@r0 

 mov a,mesamp+1 

 add a,r5 

 mov mesamp+1,a 

 mov a,mesamp 

 addc a,r4 

 mov mesamp,a 
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 inc i 

l34: 

 mov a,#8 

 cbne a,i,u21342 

l32: 

 mov r1,#3 

 mov r4,mesamp 

 mov r5,mesamp+1 

u21464: 

 mov a,r4 

 clr c 

 rrc a 

 mov r4,a 

 mov a,r5 

 rrc a 

 mov r5,a 

 dbnz r1,u21464 

 mov mesamp,r4 

 mov mesamp+1,r5 

 clr a 

 cbne a,mesamp,u21562 
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 mov a,#16 

 cbne a,mesamp+1,u21562 

u21560: 

 mov a,mesamp+1 

 add a,#16 

 mov mesamp+1,a 

 mov a,mesamp 

 addc a,#0 

 mov mesamp,a 

l35: 

 mov a,setamp 

 cbne a,mesamp,u21772 

 mov a,setamp+1 

 cbne a,mesamp+1,u21772 

l36: 

 mov a,mesamp 

 cbne a,setamp,u22042 

 mov a,mesamp+1 

 cbne a,setamp+1,u22042 

 jmp l37 

u21562: 
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 bnc l35 

 jmp u21560 

u21772: 

 bc l36 

 clr p2.4 

 jmp l37 

u22042: 

 bc l37 

 setb p2.4 

l40: 

 bb p2.2,l40 

l37: 

 lcall displaydata 

 mov newdata,#0 

l30: 

 bb p2.0,l42 

 mov a,setamp 

 orl a,setamp+1 

 bz l42 

 mov a,setamp+1 

 add a,#255 
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 mov setamp+1,a 

 mov a,setamp 

 addc a,#255 

 mov setamp,a 

l45: 

 bnb p2.0,l45 

l42: 

 bb p2.1,l28 

 clr a 

 cbne a,setamp,u23562 

 mov a,#255 

 cbne a,setamp+1,u23562 

 jmp l28 

u23562: 

 bc l28 

 inc setamp+1 

 mov a,setamp+1 

 bnz l49 

 inc setamp 

l49: 

 bnb p2.1,l49 
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l28: 

 mov r5,newdata 

 cbne r5,#1,l30 

 mov r4,databuffer+2 

 mov r5,databuffer+3 

 mov databuffer,r4 

 mov databuffer+1,r5 

 mov r4,databuffer+4 

 mov r5,databuffer+5 

 mov databuffer+2,r4 

 mov databuffer+3,r5 

 mov r4,databuffer+6 

 mov r5,databuffer+7 

 mov databuffer+4,r4 

 mov databuffer+5,r5 

 mov r4,databuffer+8 

 mov r5,databuffer+9 

 mov databuffer+6,r4 

 mov databuffer+7,r5 

 mov r4,databuffer+10 

 mov r5,databuffer+11 
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 mov databuffer+8,r4 

 mov databuffer+9,r5 

 mov r4,databuffer+12 

 mov r5,databuffer+13 

 mov databuffer+10,r4 

 mov databuffer+11,r5 

 mov r4,databuffer+14 

 mov r5,databuffer+15 

 mov databuffer+12,r4 

 mov databuffer+13,r5 

 mov r5,adcdata 

 mov r4,#0 

 mov databuffer+14,r4 

 mov databuffer+15,r5 

 clr a 

 mov mesamp,a 

 mov mesamp+1,a 

 mov i,#0 

 jmp l34 

displaydata: 

 mov r5,#128 
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 lcall wrlcdcmd 

 mov mi,#0 

l55: 

 mov a,mi 

 mov dptr,#msgsa 

 movc a,@a+dptr 

 mov r5,a 

 lcall wrlcddata 

 inc mi 

 mov a,mi 

 mov dptr,#msgsa 

 movc a,@a+dptr 

 mov r5,a 

 cbne r5,#36,l55 

 mov r4,#0 

 mov r5,#100 

 mov r2,setamp 

 mov r3,setamp+1 

 lcall lwdiv 

 mov r4,#0 

 mov r5,#10 
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 lcall lwmod 

 mov temp,r3 

 mov a,temp 

 add a,#48 

 mov r5,a 

 lcall wrlcddata 

 mov temp,#46 

 mov r5,temp 

 lcall wrlcddata 

 mov r4,#0 

 mov r5,#10 

 mov r2,setamp 

 mov r3,setamp+1 

 lcall lwdiv 

 mov r4,#0 

 mov r5,#10 

 lcall lwmod 

 mov temp,r3 

 mov a,temp 

 add a,#48 

 mov r5,a 
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 lcall wrlcddata 

 mov r4,#0 

 mov r5,#10 

 mov r2,setamp 

 mov r3,setamp+1 

 lcall lwmod 

 mov temp,r3 

 mov a,temp 

 add a,#48 

 mov r5,a 

 lcall wrlcddata 

 mov r5,#192 

 lcall wrlcdcmd 

 mov mi,#0 

l58: 

 mov a,mi 

 mov dptr,#msgma 

 movc a,@a+dptr 

 mov r5,a 

 lcall wrlcddata 

 inc mi 

 mov a,mi 
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 mov dptr,#msgma 

 movc a,@a+dptr 

 mov r5,a 

 cbne r5,#36,l58 

 mov r4,#0 

 mov r5,#100 

 mov r2,mesamp 

 mov r3,mesamp+1 

 lcall lwdiv 

 mov r4,#0 

 mov r5,#10 

 lcall lwmod 

 mov temp,r3 

 mov a,temp 

 add a,#48 

 mov r5,a 

 lcall wrlcddata 

 mov temp,#46 

 mov r5,temp 

 lcall wrlcddata 

 mov r4,#0 
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 mov r5,#10 

 mov r2,mesamp 

 mov r3,mesamp+1 

 lcall lwdiv 

 mov r4,#0 

 mov r5,#10 

 lcall lwmod 

 mov temp,r3 

 mov a,temp 

 add a,#48 

 mov r5,a 

 lcall wrlcddata 

 mov r4,#0 

 mov r5,#10 

 mov r2,mesamp 

 mov r3,mesamp+1 

 lcall lwmod 

 mov temp,r3 

 mov a,temp 

 add a,#48 

 mov r5,a 
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 lcall wrlcddata 

 ret 

extint0: 

 push psw 

 push acc 

 clr ie.0 

 mov a,p1 

 mov adcdata,a 

 pop acc 

 pop psw 

 reti 

            seg cdata 

setamp: 

 ds 2 

mesamp: 

 ds 2 

temp: 

 ds 1 

adcdata: 

 ds 1 

databuffer: 

 ds 16 

i: 
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 ds 1 

mi: 

 ds 1 

newdata: 

 ds 1 

msgsa: 

 db "SET AMP. = $" 

msgma: 

MSG0:   db      ‘ power factor  : ' 

MSG1:   db      valule1  :                

MSG2:   db      ‘value2 ' 

 END 

 db "MES AMP. = $" 

end 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

 

 

4.1  Simulation Results (Output) 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.1 Membership figures for input and output 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.2 fuzzy interface system 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.3 fuzzy Rule Viewer and Fuzzy Rule Editor 
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Fig. 4.4 Source voltage due to 3 phase fault 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.5 Load current due to 3 phase fault 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.6 The injected voltage to the PCC at disturbance (Vinj) 
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Fig. 4.7 .Load voltage with fuzzy logic controller 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.8 Load voltage with artificial neural network 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.9 Load current with fuzzy logic controller 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.10 Load current with artificial neural network 
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From the above table it is concluded that the voltage profile is increased from 0.2 to 0.8pu using Fuzzy logic 

controller and 0.2 to 0.95 using neural network. Hence ANN controller provides better voltage profile which is 

the main requirement in the power system operation when compared with Fuzzy logic controller. 

4.2 SIMULATIONS 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.11 Voltage controller using neural networks 

  
 
 Table 4.1 Circuit Parameters For UPQC 

         

  System quantity Supply voltage(Vs)  380Vrms   

    Frequency  50Hz   
         

  Series converter Filter inductor(Lf)  8mH   

    Filter capacitor(Cf)  36Uf   

         
  Shunt converter DC link capacitor  1100uF   

    Reference voltage  650Vdc   

    Smoothing inductor  15mH   

  Non liner load 40 ohm +j 10 ohm     

  (R+jwL)      
       

 
 
Table 4.2  Comparison Of Voltage Profile Between Fuzzy Logic And Neural Networks 
Controllers 

      

Controller   Voltage Profile (V)  Energy Loss( J )  

     

Fuzzy logic controller 
0.2pu to 0.8pu  and current  
waveform Decreased from 0.099 to 1.27*  

   is  sinusoidal 
10^(-

3)   
      

Neural 
network   0.2pu to 0.95pu current waveform is 

Decreased from 0.099 8.2*10^(-
5)  

   
sinusoida
l      
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Fig. 4.12 .Matlab/Simulink Model for Reference current signal generation 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.13  Modulator signal generation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.14 Voltage controller using fuzzy 
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Fig. 4.15 .Matlab simulation model of pqc 
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CHAPTER 5 :  CONCLUSION 

 

 

 

A new control strategy to generate the balanced reference source current under unbalanced load 

condition is also presented in this report. The MATLAB/Simulink-based simulation results show 

that the distorted and unbalanced load currents seen from the utility side act as perfectly balanced 

source currents and are free from distortion. The neutral current that may flow toward the 

transformer neutral point is effectively compensated such that the transformer neutral point is 

always at virtual zero potential. 

A suitable mathematical have been described which establishes the fact that in both the cases of 

with and without MC-PQC along with PQ theory and without PQ theory the compensation is 

done for both PI and NEURO-FUZZY controllers but the response of NEURO-FUZZY controller 

with PQ theory THD is minimum for both the voltage and current which is evident from the plots 

Proposed model for the MC-UPQC is to compensate input voltage harmonics and current 

harmonics caused by non-linear load. and to compensate the supply voltage and load current 

imperfections such as sags, swells, interruptions, Proposed MC-PQC can be implemented using 

simple analog hardware, because it is having PLL and Hysteresis blocks. 

A new 3P4W topology for distribution system utilizing MC-PQC has been proposed in this paper. 

This proposed topology would be very useful to expand the existing 3P3W system to 3P4W 

system where UPQC is installed to compensate the different power quality problems, which may 

play an important role in future UPQC-based distribution system.  

. 
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